
A Message from the Chairman

In our last newsletter, I mentioned that my father told me on the first day I 
started practicing law that clients want to know how much you care before they  
want to know how much you actually know. Caring and commitment to our clients  
is still very much a part of  our culture.

At the annual meeting at Berkshire Hathaway, Warren Buffett told a story about 
how the CEO of  Benjamin Moore & Co., a Berkshire company, decided to begin 
selling directly to big box stores like Home Depot and Lowe’s and eliminate the many 

small dealers that the company had done business with for years. When Berkshire bought Benjamin 
Moore, these dealers had been assured that their relationship with the company would not change. When 
Buffett heard that those relationships were in danger, and that Benjamin Moore was about to “violate the 
promise,” he took the necessary steps to protect them and fired the CEO.

Preserving the culture of  a company isn’t about sentimentality; it is about remaining true to your ideals 
and purpose.

Many law firms long ago lost sight that attorneys are supposed to help people and have instead adopted a 
business model solely based upon profitability. It is my hope that this law firm never loses sight of  our ideals 
and culture of  caring.

Very truly yours,

Barry R. Mandelbaum
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View From The Bar
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Attorneys at Law

By�Dennis�J.�Alessi

T�he�Affordable�Care�Act�(“ACA”)�goes�into�effect�on�January�1,�2014.�
As�most�employers�now�know,�the�ACA’s�mandate�–�that�they�must�
provide�health�insurance�for�their�employees�that�meets�certain�
minimum�standards�or�pay�a�per-employee�penalty�–�only�applies�to�
employers�with�more�than�fifty�full-time�employees�(i.e.,�employees�
working�more�than�thirty�hours�per�week.)�However,�smaller�employers�
are�not�immune�to�the�effects�of�the�ACA,�particularly�those�that�do�
provide�health�insurance�for�their�employees.

Essentially�every�employer,�even�if�it�has�only�one�employee,�is�subject�to�the�Fair�Labor�
Standards�Act�(“FLSA”),�which�addresses�issues�such�as�hours�of�work,�minimum�wage�
and�overtime�pay.�The�ACA�includes�certain�amendments�to�the�FLSA�that�are�applicable�
to�all�these�employers.�These�FLSA�amendments�relate�to�what�are�known�as�Health�
Insurance�Marketplaces,�or�Exchanges,�under�the�ACA.�

One�of�the�ACA’s�cornerstones�is�the�Health�Insurance�Marketplace�(previously�
denominated�as�Health�Insurance�Exchange),�which�will�be�a�site�where�small�employers,�
with�up�to�one�hundred�employees,�and�individuals�can�essentially�“shop”�for�different�
private�health�insurance�plans�with�different�types�of�coverage�and�premium�costs.�

Small Employers Not Immune to Effects  
of  Affordable Care Act

Continued�on�page�3
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View From The Bar

By�Michael�L.�Kalmus

Disability�is�a�subject�that�most�of�us�
don’t�want�to�contemplate�or�discuss�until�
the�need�to�file�a�claim�is�urgent.�At�that�
point,�the�success�or�failure�of�a�case�can�
have�permanent�and�highly�significant�
financial�repercussions�for�an�individual�
or�family.�Prior�to�filing�any�claim�for�
benefits,�it�is�extremely�important,�

therefore,�to�understand�the�varying�standards�by�which�
applications�are�considered�and�evaluated.�

In�New�York�and�New�Jersey,�municipal�and�state�workers�
can�apply�for�one�of�several�“job-related”�disability�
pensions.�In�most�instances,�cases�are�decided�by�either�
Medical�Boards�or�administrative�panels�that�determine�
whether�an�applicant�is�permanently�disabled�for�his�
or�her�specific�job�title.�Thus,�the�level�of�demonstrated�
impairment�necessary�to�the�granting�of�benefits�would�
differ�greatly�for�a�police�officer�as�opposed�to�an�office�
worker.�In�addition,�certain�occupational�titles�(i.e.,�police,�
fire�and�sanitation)�may�be�eligible�for�greater�benefits�
when�the�disability�is�attributable�to�an�injury�or�accident�
that�occurred�in�the�line�of�duty�(often�called�“Accident�
Disability”).�The�benefits�can�be�quite�substantial�when�
awarded,�often�totaling�75%�of�the�applicant’s�salary,�a�
substantial�portion�of�which�will�be�deemed�non-taxable.�
Naturally,�there�is�a�high�level�of�scrutiny�connected�with�
the�evaluation�of�these�claims,�in�some�cases�even�after�
they�are�awarded.�Recently,�a�large�number�of�retired�
Long�Island�Railroad�workers�were�notified�that�their�
benefits�were�being�terminated�(and�potentially�terminated�
retroactively)�pursuant�to�an�admission�by�a�physician�that�
he�embellished�narrative�reports�in�order�to�help�patients�
win�benefits.�The�potential�economic�consequence�to�these�
retirees�may�be�devastating.

Benefits Less Than They Appear
Many�employees�in�the�private�sector�believe�they�are�covered�
by�a�group�disability�policy�that�will�pay�approximately�60%�
of�their�salary�in�the�event�of�a�long-term�illness�or�injury.�
They�do�not�know�that,�in�many�instances,�these�benefits�
are�far�less�than�they�appear.�First,�most�of�these�policies�
require�that�applicants�apply�for�every�other�available�benefit,�
such�as�workers�compensation�and/or�Social�Security�
Disability.�Any�benefit�awarded�will�then�be�deducted�from�
the�maximum�policy�payout.�In�addition,�many�group�policies�
provide�payment�for�“occupational�disability”�for�only�24�
months,�after�which�individuals�must�demonstrate�that�

they�are�completely�incapacitated�for�all�work�in�order��
for�payments�to�continue.

Many�professionals�and�higher�earners�purchase�their��
own�disability�insurance�policies�seeking�the�security�of�
a�higher�defined�payout�not�subject�to�set-off�or�other�
ambiguities�associated�with�group�policies.�Those�who�
ultimately�apply�for�benefits�are�often�surprised�by�clauses�
in�their�contracts�that�provide�for�a�significant�delay�in�
payment�(the�elimination�period)�even�in�claims�that�are�
approved,�as�well�as�provisions�that�severely�restrict�the�
definition�of�disability�or,�similar�to�group�policies,�provide�
for�limited�payout�periods�for�disabilities�not�considered�
“total.”�In�addition,�policyholders�are�often�completely�
unprepared�for�the�extraordinary�scrutiny�associated�
with�the�handling�of�their�claims,�often�by�Third�Party�
Administrators�(TPA’s)�incentivized�to�deny�as�many�cases�
as�possible�and�extremely�proficient�at�exploiting�the�
slightest�irregularity�in�an�applicant’s�presentation.

Social�Security�Disability�benefits�are�available�to�anyone�
who�is�administratively�qualified�and�able�to�demonstrate�
that�he�or�she�is�unable�to�engage�in�“substantial�gainful�
activity,”�which�is�interpreted�as�the�ability�to�perform�any�
job�on�a�full-time�basis,�regardless�of�past�work�history�
or�experience.�Thus,�a�cardiac�surgeon�suffering�from�
cognitive�difficulties�that�clearly�render�him�unable�to�work�
in�his�profession�might�be�denied�Social�Security�Disability�
on�the�grounds�that�he�possesses�the�“residual�functional�
capacity”�to�work�in�a�car�wash�or�function�as�a�security�
guard.�Most�applicants�for�these�benefits�ultimately�find�
themselves�in�front�of�an�administrative�law�judge�before�
being�awarded�benefits.

The�administration�of�disability�claims�is�far�more�complex�
and�combative�than�most�imagine.�The�size�and�scope�of�
benefit�payouts�are�easy�targets�for�certain�lobbyists�and�
government�watchdogs�who�claim�that�the�recent�uptick�
in�claims�is�solely�related�to�the�recent�downtick�in�the�
economy.�In�the�midst�of�the�debate,�those�in�dire�need�of�
benefits�often�find�themselves�pawns�in�a�far�bigger�game.�

Michael Kalmus has established the disability claims  
practice at Mandelbaum Salsburg. He can be reached at 
mkalmus@msgld.com.

Navigating the Disability Claims Waters

The administration of  disability claims is far more 
complex and combative than most imagine. 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Small Employers Not Immune to 
Effects of  Affordable Care Act
(The�ACA�establishes�the�scope�of�coverage�and�other�
essential�terms�that�these�private�plans�must�meet�to�be�
eligible�to�participate�in�the�Marketplace.)

Under�the�FLSA,�almost�all�employers�will�have�to�provide�a�
notice�to�their�employees�in�October�2013�that�as�of�January�
1,�2014�they�can�purchase�health�insurance�through�a�
Marketplace.�(The�Federal�Department�of�Labor�will�provide�
a�model�notice.)�For�small�employers�who�do�not�offer�
health�insurance�for�their�employees,�the�providing�of�this�
notice�ends�any�direct�impact�on�their�business�by�the�ACA�
(except�that�as�new�employees�are�hired,�these�employers�
must�also�provide�them�with�this�notice).�

Differences for Small Employers
It�is�a�very�different�situation�for�small�employers�that�do�
provide�health�insurance.�Most�small�employers�pay�only�
a�portion�of�the�premium�(generally�70%�to�80%)�for�the�
employee’s�personal�coverage,�and�the�employee�pays�the�
entire�premium�for�dependent�coverage.�With�employees�
paying�such�a�large�percentage�of�the�premiums,�the�
small�employer’s�group�health�plan�may�not�meet�the�
“minimum�value�standard”�established�by�the�ACA�(i.e.,�
this�is�a�standard�that�rates�the�employer’s�group�plan�
based�on�the�services�the�plan�covers,�the�amount�of�
benefits�provided�for�these�services,�and�the�premium�cost�
sharing�between�the�employer�and�employee).

If�the�employer’s�group�plan�does�not�meet�this�minimum�
value�standard,�then�its�employees�may�be�eligible�for�
a�tax�credit�on�their�personal�income�tax�to�individually�
purchase�health�insurance�at�a�Health�Insurance�
Marketplace.�Even�when�the�employer’s�plan�does�meet�
this�minimum�value�standard,�employees�may�still�
be�entitled�to�a�tax�credit�for�the�Marketplace�if�their�
premium�costs�for�the�employer’s�group�plan�are�above�a�
certain�percentage�of�their�household�income�for�the�year.

Considering�all�these�factors,�small�employers�may�find�
that�a�significant�segment�of�their�workforce,�particularly�
their�lower�paid�employees,�may�opt-out�of�the�employer’s�
group�plan�because�they�can�purchase�health�insurance�
individually�at�a�Marketplace�at�a�lower�cost�than�the�
employer’s�plan.�This�result�may�occur�due�to�the�possibly�
lower�premiums�offered�by�insurance�carriers�in�the�
Marketplace,�the�employee�tax�credits,�and�the�small�
percentage�of�the�premiums�paid�by�employers�for�their�
group�plans,�particularly�for�family�coverage.

With�a�smaller�pool�of�participants�remaining�in�the�
group�plan,�there�may�be�an�adverse�effect�on�the�
premiums�the�employer�and�the�remaining�participants�
will�have�to�pay.�This�consequence�may�result�in�these�
employees�also�opting-out,�even�though�they�are�not�
eligible�for�any�tax�credit.

While�small�employers�can�also�purchase�health�insurance�
in�the�Marketplace,�many�will�probably�not�qualify�for�the�
tax�credit�they�could�receive�for�doing�so,�and,�in�any�event,�
the�credit�ends�in�2016.�So�such�purchases�may�not�be�an�
economically�viable�option�for�small�employers.�

The�conventional�wisdom�is�that�large�employers�may�
opt�to�terminate�their�group�plans�and�pay�the�$2,000�
per-employee�penalty�for�not�offering�health�insurance,�
as�a�cheaper�alternative.�This�may�be�the�best�option�for�
employers�with�low�per-employee�profit�margins.�The�
various�elements�of�the�ACA�described�above,�particularly�
the�tax�elements,�may�also�result�in�small�employers�
similarly�eliminating�their�group�health�plans,�because�of�
employee�defections�from�them.�This�result�may�also�be�
accelerated�by�the�fact�that�small�employers�are�not�faced�
with�any�penalty�for�doing�so.

However,�there�are�other�elements�of�the�ACA�that�may�
work�against�such�a�result.�First,�employees�who�opt�
for�the�Marketplace�may�lose�the�benefit�of�the�portion�
of�their�premiums�that�the�employer�pays�for�their�
participation�in�its�group�plan.

Secondly,�both�the�employer’s�and�the�employee’s�premium�
contributions�are�not�considered�taxable�income�to�the�
employee.�However,�employee�payments�for�insurance�
through�a�Marketplace�are�made�with�after-tax�dollars.�
These�two�factors�may�sufficiently�offset�the�possibly�lower�
premiums�offered�by�insurance�plans�in�the�Marketplace,�
and�the�tax�credits�for�employee�Marketplace�purchases,�
such�that�even�lower�income�employees�may�stay�with�the�
employer’s�group�plan.

Given�all�these�variables�and�uncertainties,�we�recommend�
that�small�employers,�who�erroneously�thought�they�
would�not�be�affected�by�the�ACA,�should�now�begin�to�
consult�with�their�benefits�consultants�on�what�is�the�
best�approach�to�health�insurance�for�them�and�their�
employees�with�implementation�of�the�ACA�rapidly�
approaching�in�January�2014.

Dennis Alessi is Chair of the firm’s Healthcare practice and 
Co-Chair of its Labor & Employment Law practice. He can be 
reached at dalessi@msgld.com.

Breakfast with 
Mandelbaum Salsburg

Poised for Takeoff?
Join Dennis Alessi and Steven Adler as They Discuss  

10 Topics to Help Your Business Prepare  
for the New Economy

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 
8:30 - 10:00 a.m.  
Mayfair Farms

To register or for more information, contact  
Stacey Carriker at scarriker@msgld.com.
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By�David�S.�Carton

In�New�Jersey,�there�is�no�common�law�
right�to�alimony.�It�is�a�creature�of�statute.�
Recently,�there�has�been�a�flurry�of�news�
activity�regarding�a�push�to�revise�alimony�
laws,�including�revisions�to�alimony�that�
has�been�established�if�the�wage�earner�
spouse�has�a�change�of�circumstances.�
There�are�groups�who�feel�that�the�current�

alimony�laws�need�to�be�changed�and�others�who�feel�as�
though�the�law�as�it�stands�now�is�adequate�and�enables�
judges�to�make�appropriate�decisions�in�a�variety�of�
different�circumstances.

There�are�four�types�of�alimony:�permanent�alimony,�
limited�duration�alimony,�reimbursement�alimony,�and�
rehabilitative�alimony.�In�assessing�a�claim�for�permanent�
alimony,�the�court�must�consider�a�number�of�factors�and�
specifically�rule�out�permanent�alimony�before�considering�
other�types�of�alimony.�The�factors�to�be�considered�are:�

•� The�actual�need�and�ability�of�the�parties�to�pay;

•� The�duration�of�the�marriage�or�civil�union;

•� The�age,�physical�and�emotional�health�of�the�parties;

•� The�standard�of�living�established�in�the�marriage�
or�civil�union�and�the�likelihood�that�each�party�can�
maintain�a�reasonably�comparable�standard�of�living;

•� The�earning�capacities,�educational�levels,�vocational�
skills�and�employability�of�the�parties;

•� The�length�of�absence�from�the�job�market�of�the�party�
seeking�maintenance;

•� The�parental�responsibilities�for�the�children;

•� The�time�and�expense�necessary�to�acquire�sufficient�
education�or�training�to�enable�the�party�seeking�
maintenance�to�find�appropriate�employment,�the�
availability�of�the�training�and�employment,�and�the�
opportunity�for�future�acquisitions�of�capital�assets��
and�income;

•� The�history�of�the�financial�or�non-financial�
contributions�to�the�marriage�or�civil�union�by�each�
party�including�contributions�to�the�care�and�education�
of�the�children�and�interruption�of�personal�careers�or�
educational�opportunities;

•� The�equitable�distribution�of�property�ordered�and�any�
payouts�on�equitable�distribution,�directly�or�indirectly,�

out�of�current�income,�to�the�extent�this��
consideration�is�reasonable,�just�and�fair;�

•� The�income�available�to�either�party�through�
investment�of�any�assets�held�by�that�party;

•� The�tax�treatment�and�consequences�to�both�parties�of�
any�alimony�award,�including�the�designation�of�all�or�a�
portion�of�the�payment�as�a�non-taxable�payment;�and

•� �Any�other�factors�that�the�court�may�deem�relevant.

Change of Circumstance
Under�the�1980�New�Jersey�Supreme�Court�case�of�Lepis 
v. Lepis,�the�wage-earning�spouse�can�seek�a�modification�
of�alimony�if�he�or�she�has�a�change�of�circumstances.�
In�reviewing�a�request�to�modify�alimony,�the�Court�must�
make�an�initial�finding�that�there�is�a�prima facie�change�of�
circumstances,�that�the�payor�spouse�has�an�actual,�non-
temporary�reduction�in�their�earnings/cash�flow�and�the�
second�prong�is�whether�or�not�such�a�reduction�in�income�
has�affected�their�lifestyle�detrimentally.

There�have�been�decades�of�case�law�by�the�trial�courts,�
appellate�courts�and�New�Jersey�Supreme�Court�
interpreting�what�a�movant�must�actually�prove�in�order�to�
have�their�alimony�modified.�Those�who�are�advocating�a�
revision�of�the�current�law�by�the�Legislature�believe�that�
the�existing�case�law�makes�it�too�difficult�for�the�wage-
earner�spouse�to�receive�a�reduction�in�their�support�
if�circumstances�change�and,�as�a�result,�they�may�be�
saddled�with�an�onerous�or�impossible�obligation�as�a�
result�of�their�income�diminishing.�An�overly�simplistic�
analysis�of�this�position�is�that�if�the�two�parties�were�
still�married�and�there�was�a�reduction�in�income,�the�
family�unit�as�a�whole�would�suffer,�however,�since�they�
believe�that�it�is�too�difficult�to�modify�an�existing�alimony�
obligation,�and�the�supported�spouse�may�continue�to�
reap�the�benefits�of�the�working�spouse’s�higher�income,�
even�when�that�income�no�longer�exists.�As�a�result,�the�
higher�earning�spouse�may�no�longer�be�able�to�meet�their�
obligations�and�be�in�violation�of�a�Court�order,�be�held�in�
contempt�and�potentially�incarcerated.

A Need to Update Alimony Laws?

In assessing a claim for permanent alimony, the court 
must consider a number of  factors and specifically 
rule out permanent alimony before considering other 
types of  alimony.

Continued�on�page�5
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The�opposing�viewpoint�consists�of�those�who�feel�that�the�
existing�statute�and�case�law�provide�the�courts�sufficient�
leeway�to�assess�claims�and�modify�support�if�necessary.�
They�also�take�the�position�that�if�it�is�difficult�to�modify�an�
existing�obligation,�it�is�to�protect�the�supported�spouse�
and�weed�out�claims�to�reduce�support�that�are�less�than�
bona�fide.�It�is�argued�that�if�trial�courts�are�given�the�
latitude�to�determine�what�is�in�the�best�interests�of�a�
child�as�it�relates�to�custody�and�parenting�time,�they�are�
certainly�able�to�adequately�assess�claim�as�it�relates�to�a�
modification�of�alimony.

The�Family�Law�Department�at�Mandelbaum�Salsburg,�P.C.�
has�been�representing�those�paying�support�and�receiving�
support�for�years.�If�the�laws�change,�we�will�be�at�the�
forefront�of�those�changes�and�continue�to�be�equipped�to�
make�the�legal�argument�necessary�to�advocate�for�our�
client’s�interests.

David Carton is a member of the Family Law Practice.  
He can be reached at dcarton@msgld.com.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

A Need to Update Alimony Laws?

Home Improvement Contractors Must Rise to Tough Standards  
of  Consumer Fraud Act

By�Cheryl�H.�Burstein�

One�of�the�latest�“niche”�areas�for�
plaintiffs’�lawyers�is�pursuing�contractors�
for�violations�of�New�Jersey’s�Consumer�
Fraud�Act.�Contractors�that�work�on�
residential�buildings,�whether�or�not�they�
consider�themselves�Home�Improvement�
Contractors,�are�regulated�in�New�Jersey�
by�the�Home�Improvement�Practices�Act,�

the�Contractors’�Registration�Act�and�the�Plain�Language�
Review�Act,�and�regulations�promulgated�pursuant�to�those�
acts.�Any�regulatory�violation�is�a�de�facto�violation�of�the�
Consumer�Fraud�Act.�

The�regulations�governing�Home�Improvement�Contractors�
set�forth�the�information�that�must�be�in�a�home�
improvement�contract,�including�but�not�limited�to�price,�
materials�and�start�and�finish�dates.�It�also�provides�that�
any�changes�must�be�in�a�signed�writing;�requires�that�the�
homeowner�be�given�a�certificate�of�insurance;�requires�
that�permits�be�obtained�for�work;�and�requires�that�
the�final�invoice�set�forth�the�actual�cost�of�permits.�In�
addition,�the�contractor’s�registration�number�must�be�on�
all�documents.�These�are�just�a�few�of�the�requirements.�
The�regulations�also�govern�what�information�must�be�on�
correspondence�and�other�paperwork;�what�must�be�on�
your�commercial�vehicles;�and�goes�so�far�as�to�dictate�font�
sizes�for�certain�information.�

The�Consumer�Fraud�Act�is�one�of�the�toughest��
consumer�protection�statutes�in�the�country.�However,�
when�applied�to�Home�Improvement�Contractors,�it�is�often�

painfully�unfair�and�extraordinarily�harsh.�If�a�violation�of�
the�Consumer�Fraud�Act�is�found�by�the�Court,�the�Home�
Improvement�Contractor�will�be�liable�for�the�homeowner’s�
attorneys’�fees�and�three�times�any�damages�that�can�be�
related�to�a�violation.�Moreover,�if�a�violation�is�found,�the�
Home�Improvement�Contractor�is�not�entitled�to�payment!�

Therefore,�if�you�are�a�Home�Improvement�Contractor,�or,�
if�you�are�a�contractor�that�works�on�residential�buildings�
(even�apartment�buildings),�it�is�very�important�to�make�
sure�that�your�contracts,�change�orders�and�invoices,�along�
with�your�work�activities,�meet�the�statutory�and�regulatory�
requirements.�Consult�with�your�lawyer�to�review�your�
documents�and�procedures.�It�is�far�less�expensive�to�pay�
for�preventative�lawyering�than�it�is�to�pay�your�lawyer�
(and�maybe�the�homeowner’s�lawyer�too)�to�help�you�out�
of�a�jam�after�allegedly�violating�the�regulations�and�the�
Consumer�Fraud�Act.

Cheryl Burstein is a partner who concentrates in complex 
commercial litigation, with a concentration in construction-
related litigation and arbitration. She can be reached at 
cburstein@msgld.com.

If  a violation of  the Consumer Fraud Act is found 
by the Court, the Home Improvement Contractor 
will be liable for the homeowner’s attorneys’ fees 
and three times any damages that can be related  
to a violation.



By�Casey�L.�Carhart

W�hen�the�Supreme�Court�struck�down�
section�3�of�the�Defense�of�Marriage�Act�
(“DOMA”)�on�June�26,�2013,�the�sounds�
of�the�cheers�from�our�neighbors�in�New�
York,�Connecticut,�Delaware,�Maryland�and�
Massachusetts�could�be�heard�from�across�
the�borders.�But�the�decision�left�same-sex�

couples�living�in�New�Jersey�asking,�“What�about�us?”

Pursuant�to�United States v. Windsor,�the�Federal�
government�is�now�required�to�recognize�same-sex�
marriages�so�long�as�they�are�recognized�in�the�couple’s�
state�of�residency.�But�what�does�this�mean�for�couples�
who�were�legally�married�in�one�of�the�13�jurisdictions�
permitting�same-sex�marriages�(collectively,�the�
“Permitted�States”),�but�reside�in�a�state�that�does�not�
recognize�or�permit�same-sex�marriages?�Unfortunately,�
because�the�Supreme�Court�failed�to�address�the�
constitutionality�of�section�2�of�DOMA,�the�answer�remains�
unclear.�Section�2�provides�that�no�state�shall�be�required�
to�recognize�relationships�between�same-sex�couples,�even�
where�such�couple�is�legally�married�under�another�state’s�
laws.�In�other�words,�it�remains�unclear�whether�a�same-
sex�couple�legally�married�in�New�York,�but�residing�in�
New�Jersey,�is�entitled�to�the�same�benefits�as�a�similarly�
situated�couple�living�in�New�York.

Immediately�following�the�release�of�the�Supreme�Court�
ruling,�Representative�Jerrold�Nadler�of�New�York�and�
Senator�Dianne�Feinstein�of�California�reintroduced�the�
Respect�for�Marriage�Act,�a�bill�that�would�repeal�the�
entirety�of�DOMA�and�assure�all�married�couples�equal�
treatment�for�all�Federal�programs�and�purposes.�The�bill�
currently�has�the�support�of�our�President,�but�whether�or�
not�it�will�make�it�past�Congress�remains�to�be�seen.�

Current New Jersey Law
The�laws�governing�the�rights�of�committed�same-sex�
partners�in�New�Jersey�have�undergone�significant�
changes�in�recent�years.�In�2006,�the�New�Jersey�Supreme�
Court,�in�its�decision�in�Lewis v. Harris,�acknowledged�that�
committed�same-sex�couples�must�be�afforded�the�same�
legal�rights�and�financial�benefits�available�to�married�
couples.�This�landmark�decision�gave�the�New�Jersey�
Legislature�the�opportunity�to�expand�the�then-existing�
Domestic�Partnership�Law�to�create�rights�for�same-sex�
couples�that�are�essentially�equivalent�to�the�rights�of�

opposite-sex�couples.�This�decision�led�to�the�
enactment�of�the�New�Jersey�Civil�Union�Act,�which�
became�effective�on�February�19,�2007.�

The�Act�grants�to�same-sex�couples�the�right�to�enter�into�
civil�unions,�which�entitles�them�to�“all�of�the�same�benefits,�
protections�and�responsibilities�under�law,�whether�they�
derive�from�statute,�administrative�or�court�rule,�public�
policy,�common�law�or�any�other�source�of�civil�law,�as�are�
granted�to�spouses�in�a�marriage.”�While�the�Act�attempts�
to�minimize�the�dichotomy�between�the�rights�afforded�
to�same-sex�couples�and�opposite-sex�couples,�it�fails�
to�carry�out�the�Supreme�Court’s�mandate�to�create�true�
legal�equality.�Under�New�Jersey�law,�a�civil�union�couple�is�
entitled�to�all�the�rights�of�a�married�couple.�However,�under�
Federal�law,�even�after�the�repeal�of�section�3�of�DOMA,�a�
civil�union�couple�is�not�entitled�to�the�rights�of�a�married�
couple�because�the�New�Jersey�Legislature�chose�to�use�the�
term�“civil�union”�rather�than�“marriage.”

In�connection�with�the�enactment�of�the�Civil�Union�Act,�
the�Attorney�General�of�New�Jersey�issued�a�Formal�
Opinion�stating�that�same-sex�marriages�are�“valid�in�New�
Jersey�and�should�be�treated�as�civil�unions�in�our�state.”�
The�Opinion�further�explains�that�“recognizing�same-sex�
marriages�established�under�Massachusetts�law�as�civil�
unions�in�New�Jersey�both�gives�substantial�effect�to�the�
Massachusetts�relationships�by�providing�all�of�the�rights�
and�obligations�of�marriage�and�comports�with�the�intent�
of�the�New�Jersey�Legislature�to�provide�those�rights�to�
same-sex�couples�through�a�civil�union.”

Interpreting the Windsor Ruling
Following�the�Windsor�ruling,�two�things�are�clear.�First,�
married�same-sex�couples�living�in�a�state�that�permits�
same-sex�marriages�will�be�treated�as�married�under�
Federal�law.�Second,�civil�union�couples,�regardless�of�their�
state�of�residency,�will�not�be�treated�as�married�under�
Federal�Law.�

What�remains�unclear�is�how�the�Federal�Government�will�
treat�married�same-sex�couples�living�in�states�that�do�not�
permit�same-sex�marriages.�Some�Federal�regulations�
provide�that�benefits�will�be�granted�to�a�married�couple�
if�their�marriage�is�recognized�by�the�state�in�which�they�
reside.�Other�Federal�statutes�only�require�the�marriage�
be�valid�in�the�state�where�it�took�place.�In�the�case�of�
New�Jersey,�the�Attorney�General’s�2007�Opinion�clearly�
states�that�New�Jersey�recognizes�same-sex�marriages,�
despite�the�fact�that�the�state�refers�to�such�relationships�
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as�civil�unions.�It�is�unclear�how�broad�the�Windsor�ruling�
is�intended�to�be.�Without�further�legislation�to�clarify�the�
Federal�Government’s�intent,�future�litigation�is�inevitable.�

Although�no�consensus�has�developed�as�to�the�impact�
of�Windsor�on�same-sex�married�couples�in�New�Jersey,�
several�commentators�have�presented�a�variety�of�views�
ranging�from�the�conservative�to�the�aggressive.�

Attorneys�presenting�the�more�conservative�approach�
suggest�that�the�Federal�Government�will�only�recognize�
same-sex�couples�as�married�if�they�reside�in�one�of�the�
Permitted�States.�Accordingly,�a�married�same-sex�couple�
living�in�New�Jersey�must�move�to�a�Permitted�State�in�
order�to�benefit�from�the�repeal�of�DOMA.�

The�more�aggressive�approach�suggests�that�where�a�
couple�is�validly�married�under�the�laws�of�any�state,�the�
couple�should�be�treated�as�married�for�Federal�purposes,�
even�if�the�couple’s�state�of�residency�does�not�recognize�
same-sex�marriages.

Perhaps�the�strongest�argument�is�the�more�moderate�
approach,�which�suggests�that�a�married�same-sex�couple�
living�in�a�state�that�recognizes�same-sex�marriages,�even�
where�such�state�does�not�permit�same-sex�marriages�
(i.e.,�New�Jersey),�should�be�treated�as�married�under�
Federal�law.�Similarly,�because�section�2�of�DOMA�allows�
states�to�choose�whether�they�want�to�recognize�same-sex�
marriages,�a�married�same-sex�couple�living�in�a�state�that�
does�not�recognize�same-sex�marriages�(i.e.,�Florida),�may�
not�be�treated�as�married�under�Federal�law.

The Question of Retroactivity
Another�looming�question�that�remains�unanswered�in�
the�wake�of�the�Windsor�ruling�is�whether�the�Federal�
benefits�now�available�to�same-sex�married�couples�will�be�
retroactive.�If�retroactive,�they�could�be�effective�on�a�state-
by-state�basis,�starting�with�the�date�when�the�state�first�
recognized�same-sex�marriages.�Alternatively,�the�Federal�
benefits�may�be�effective�as�of�the�date�of�the�Supreme�
Court’s�decision.�Until�the�dust�settles�and�the�Federal�
regulations�are�re-written,�the�question�remains�unanswered.�

The Benefits at Stake
According�to�Justice�Kennedy,�DOMA�had�a�“directive�
applicable�to�over�1,000�Federal�statutes�and�the�whole�
realm�of�Federal�regulations.”�Following�the�repeal�of�
section�3�of�DOMA,�married�same-sex�couples�(at�least�
those�living�in�the�Permitted�States)�are�entitled�to�all�of�
the�rights�and�privileges�afforded�to�opposite-sex�couples�
under�such�Federal�statutes�and�regulations.�The�following�
is�a�summary�of�some�of�those�entitlements.

1. Joint Income Filing on Federal Tax Return.�Previously,�
married�and�civil�union�same-sex�couples�were�
permitted�to�file�jointly�under�New�Jersey�law,�but�
had�to�file�separately�with�the�IRS.�In�addition�to�the�
inconvenience,�the�inequality�had�implications�for�other�
financial�matters,�including�mortgages�and�education-

related�financial�aid�for�the�children�of�same-sex�couples.�
Following�Windsor,�married�same-sex�couples�must�file�
as�married�filing�jointly�or�married�filing�separately.�Such�
couples�are�no�longer�permitted�to�file�as�unmarried,�
even�if�such�status�would�present�a�tax�advantage.

2. Tax on Health Insurance.�When�a�married�same-sex�
individual�added�a�spouse�to�his�or�her�health�insurance�
plan,�the�employee�used�to�have�to�pay�Federal�income�
tax�on�the�employer�contribution�to�his�or�her�spouse’s�
health�insurance�premium.�This�benefit�is�now�tax-free.�
In�addition,�if�the�Windsor�ruling�is�applied�retroactively,�
taxpayers�may�now�be�entitled�to�refunds�for�taxes�paid�in�
prior�years.

3. Unlimited Marital Deduction.�The�unlimited�marital�
deduction�allows�a�taxpayer�to�transfer�an�unlimited�
amount�of�assets�to�his�or�her�spouse,�during�life�or�at�
death,�without�incurring�any�gift�or�estate�tax�liability.�
Because�DOMA�prohibited�the�recognition�of�a�same-sex�
marriage,�the�estate�and�gift�tax�marital�deduction�was�
not�available�to�same-sex�couples.�Following�Windsor,�
same-sex�spouses�will�be�entitled�to�the�unlimited�
marital�deduction�(provided�other�requirements�are�met).

4. Portability.�Each�person�may�give�during�life�and�at�
death�up�to�$5.25�million�without�incurring�Federal�gift�or�
estate�tax.�This�$5.25�million�exclusion�is�now�portable.�
This�means�that�if�one�spouse�dies�without�using�all�of�
his�or�her�Federal�exclusion�amount,�the�unused�portion�
of�the�exclusion�may�be�transferred�to�the�surviving�
spouse.�With�the�repeal�of�section�3,�same-sex�married�
couples�are�now�entitled�to�this�portability.

5. Social Security.�Under�the�current�Social�Security�
regime,�when�one�spouse�passes�away,�the�other�
can�switch�to�the�deceased�spouse’s�benefits�if�those�
benefits�are�higher.�In�addition,�one�spouse�can�take�
benefits�early�and�later�switch�to�spousal�benefits.�
Both�of�these�strategies�are�now�available�to�same-sex�
married�couples.

6. Immigration.�Following�the�Windsor�ruling,�if�a�U.S.�
citizen�marries�a�person�of�the�same�sex�who�is�from�
a�different�country,�that�spouse�will�now�be�able�to�live�
legally�in�the�United�States�as�they�would�if�the�couple�
were�heterosexual.�

The�repeal�of�DOMA�may�entitle�certain�same-sex�couples�
to�tax�refunds�or�other�benefits�that�they�were�unable�to�
claim�in�the�past.�However,�there�are�limitations�on�the�
time�period�that�claims�and�requests�for�refunds�may�
be�filed.�If�you�are�married�to�a�person�of�the�same�sex,�
we�recommend�that�you�meet�with�your�legal�advisor�as�
soon�as�possible.�Don’t�miss�out�on�potential�benefits�and�
opportunities�that�may�be�available�to�you.

Casey Carhart concentrates her practice in taxation, estate 
planning, tax controversy and business transactions. She can 
be reached at ccarhart@msgld.com.
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The Mandelbaum Salsburg Women’s’ Initiative held their inaugural 
event at Primavera Restaurant in West Orange in June. Over 60 women 
came out to reconnect with colleagues, network with new contacts and 
enjoy the evening. The Women’s’ Initiative is looking forward to holding 
additional events over the course of the coming year. 

On May 17, Joseph J. Peters, a partner in the Edison office, took 
part in the Woodbridge Township High School Job Fair. He was 
accompanied by Jake Bayak, a law clerk, and Lisa Deverin, a 
paralegal, both of whom work with Joe in the Edison office. The job 
fair had 600 students in attendance from three area high schools, 
many who visited the Mandelbaum Salsburg exhibit to discuss 
career options in the legal field. 

Arla D. Cahill, a Partner in the Litigation Department, rode 25 miles 
for the New Jersey Metro Chapter of the National Multiple Sclerosis 
Society in Bike MS: Coast the Coast on May 18. Arla will also be 
riding in a 45-mile Bike MS event later this summer and rode in the 
5th Annual Revolutionary Ramble Ride in Madison on June 8, which 
raised money for volunteer emergency rescue squads in Morris 
County. To date, this organization has raised $75,000.

On May 24, Jon Fallon, Chair of the Intellectual Property 
Department, spoke to the business law class at East Orange High 
School. Jon was invited by James Ozello, Esq., who teaches the law 
classes at the school. The presentation touched on the basics of 
creating protections for clients’ inventions, some prototypes of which 
Jon brought along so the students could see how inventions go from 
ideas to reality.

Partner Peter H. Tanella was a featured speaker on the topic of 
transitioning veterinary practices at a roundtable event on June 
2 sponsored by the Veterinary Resource Alliance and hosted by 
NorthStar Vets at their Robbinsville, New Jersey hospital. Peter 
discussed issues involving start-up veterinary practices, along with 
essential steps to buying or selling a veterinary practice. Peter is a 
charter member of the Veterinary Resource Alliance, a professional 
resource organization exclusively serving the veterinary profession. 

On June 6, Partner Steven A. Holt and Counsel Lisa Factor Fox 
were the lead presenters at the Breakfast with Mandelbaum Salsburg 
seminar, which was attended by over 60 people at Mayfair Farms in 
West Orange. Clients and business colleagues came to the 2013 Tax 
and Estate Planning Forum to hear Holt and Fox, as well as John 
Canavan, an insurance professional, speak about the current state 

of the federal tax laws, income tax changes, capital gains and other 
topics. The Firm will be hosting two additional breakfast seminars, 
one on October 1 on employment law, and the other in December  
on intellectual property.

Dennis J. Alessi, Co-Chair of the Employment Law Department, 
gave a presentation on “Ethics for the Healthcare Professional” at 
the Dental Institute of New Jersey on June 21. 

The Honorable Michael K. Diamond (Ret) has been appointed to the 
Board of Directors of the Jewish Family Services of North Jersey, 
which is headquartered in Wayne.

Partner Cheryl H. Burstein has been appointed Chair of the New 
Jersey Supreme Court District VC Ethics Committee.

Retired Judge Paul J. Vichness will be a featured speaker/presenter 
in the upcoming seminar “Current Issues in Jury Trials,” sponsored 
by The New Jersey Institute for Continuing Legal Education on 
November 25 in Woodbridge.

Real Estate Partner Craig W. Alexander represented a land 
developer in connection with the multi-million dollar sale of a 20-lot 
residential subdivision in Mercer County. 

Partner Charles S. Lorber is the attorney for the Zoning Board of 
Adjustment of the Borough of Lincoln Park. Several years ago, the 
Board granted a variance for an existing multi-use yard (used largely 
for the parking of construction vehicles), ruling that its existence 
predated a rezoning of the area.  The Board, however, required a 
complete site plan, bulk variance applications and compliance with 
other governmental regulations as conditions of the approval.  The 
applicant appealed these  conditions, but they were upheld by the 
Hon Thomas Weisenbeck, JSC.  The Judge ruled that the conditions 
were reasonable and within the power of the Board to impose. He 
also ruled that the appeal was premature in that the applicant wasn’t 
turned down with regard to any request,  but the Board was merely 
establishing a record so that the applicant and the municipality had a 
baseline from which to go forward.  The applicant then appealed his 
ruling to the Appellate Division of the Superior Court. Partner Lance 
N. Olitt, working with Lorber, objected to the appeal and filed a motion 
to dismiss, citing the trial judge’s ruling that the initial appeal was 
premature.  After the filing of extensive briefs, the Appellate Court 
ruled that Lincoln Park’s position was correct, and dismissed the 
appeal.  This is a significant victory for the firm’s client in establishing 
its authority to regulate the property in question.

Mandelbaum Salsburg News

Mandelbaum Salsburg in the Community

Mandelbaum�Salsburg’s�recent�“Denim�Days,”�which�are�held�every�other�
month,�have�benefited�Lauren’s�Hope�(which�supports�children�with�
brain�injuries),�The�Children’s�Institute�(helping�autistic�children)�and�the�

Melanoma�Research�Foundation.�In�June,�a�team�from�the�Firm��
walked�and�ran�to�support�the�Valerie�Fund.


